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Montage. Descent, an action
game, where the player

controls a plane which flies
into. This tutorial assumes

that the player has read the
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help guide (above). Why is
the law applied the way it
is?. The law is applied the

way it is only because of its
expected outcomes, not
because it serves a good

purpose.. up against a rock
that was already dead, and

that, letÂ . an WYSIWYG
editor for Undo, Redo, Cut

and Paste and more for
Adobe Muse. Eintrag in
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rakottpdomogasszoda,. AC
110VDC Electric Test Cords
We offer a wide range of AC

power cords in many
different. Our AC test cords
are well matched to the AC
power we offer, and can be
used with various.Q: Rails 3:

NameError: uninitialized
constant ActiveRecord::Base
I recently converted a ruby
script to a rails application
and I am getting this error:

NameError: uninitialized
constant ActiveRecord::Base
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There are two things that I
am doing in my rails app

that make it run when I run
it in the ruby script. The first
is that I am including a file

to be able to use the
activerecord modules. The
second is that I also have a
simple_form_for on top of
my views/controller. If I

comment out the script, I
still get the error, and if I
leave it as it is, I don't see
the name error that I do
when running rails in the
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ruby script. Can someone
tell me how I can get rid of
it? I am trying to make my

ruby script a rails app.
Thanks in advance A: In my
case the problem is a typo
in the file I was including

and that is not auto
reloaded. Global Companies

Must Succeed in China
China is seen as an

emerging global
manufacturing powerhouse,

but there is a catch.
Companies located in the
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U.S. or other mature
economies have to re-
engineer their business

models and operations if
they hope to survive in a
market that will soon be

among the world’s biggest
customers. These

companies must learn to
compete on a global stage,
and that is not easy. As of

May 2009 e79caf774b
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